TRILENNIUM 3000/3500 PANIC RELEASE REMOVAL
All Trilennium® locks include a panic release feature for the interior lever. Operation of the lever
disengages the deadbolts and latches simultaneously. Trilennium locks with the panic release feature
comply with egress door requirements described within International Building and Residential Codes.
State or other municipality codes may differ from these.
WARNING:
The removal of the panic release feature from your door system may prevent it from meeting egress door codes
in your area. By removing the “panic release” feature the homeowner is taking responsibility for changing this
part and must be made aware that it may create a code violation.

Tools Required:
1/4" Square Drive Wrench

1. Part Identification
The panic release feature is created by use of a long
drive arm. To eliminate the panic release this long
drive arm is replaced with a short drive arm.

Long drive arm

Short drive arm
Item Number: TC-EXTARMKIT

2. Remove Access Cover
The lock housing includes a black access cover on both sides. Remove the access cover by lifting up on the locking tab on
the flat end. At the same time lift the cover along the long side to remove it from the housing.
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3. Replace Drive Arm
•
•

Lift the long drive arm off its support pins. Take care to orient the short arm correctly. Install the short drive arm fully
on the support pins.
Replace the access cover.
Correct orientation of short drive arm
shown. Both sides of the lock shown.

4. Check Lock Function
The revised lock can be checked for intended function without installing it.
A.

Engage deadbolts by inserting the key cylinder tailpiece
into the black drive slot, and turning 90 degrees. (The
direction to turn will depend on the side of the lock used.)

A.

B.

Using a 1/4" square drive wrench, try to rotate the handle
drive hub away from the lock edge. Do this on both sides.
The deadbolts should not disengage.

B.

C.

Disengage the deadbolts by turning the black drive slot,
using the key cylinder tailpiece.

C.
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